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DAVID ZIPPEL / MICHAEL JOHNSTON
TONY AWARD–WINNING LYRICIST AND SONGWRITER / AWARD-WINNING 

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER AND FILM SET DESIGNER

“My partner, Michael—well actually, he’s my husband now—has been coming out here since he was 

a kid, when his parents took him to the Riviera resort in the late ’50s. I met Michael when he was 

living in L.A. about twenty years ago. He was working as a production designer for movies at the 

time. The  rst time I came to Palm Springs was in the mid-’80s. To be honest, it didn’t seem like 

there was much to do, and I just didn’t get it. As Michael revealed the desert to me, I discovered 

it’s not only beautiful, but very few places in the world have such an interesting mixture of people, 

and in such an exotic setting. There’s intellectual activity here, there’s culture. I think it’s a mag-

net for talent. I do a lot of work in the desert. I’m not the most spiritual person you’ll meet, but 

it is inspiring here. The beauty is just breathtaking and every morning I wake up here and I’m 

amazed at how beautiful it is.

“Michael and I have been going back and forth between New York City and Palm Springs—but 

nowadays we probably spend more than half our time here. About  ve years ago we bought the 

architecturally signi cant William F. Cody–designed ‘Palm Springs Glass House’ in the neighborhood 

of [Vista] Las Palmas. The house was in pretty much original condition and needed a lot of loving 

care. Michael is also an architectural designer, and completed what turned out to be an award-

winning renovation of the house. He added on a seamless extension, and restored the 1967 

house to its original all-white interior/exterior motif. He even added a few more windows, which 

is hard to imagine in a house with this much glass!”  —David Zippel

WILLIAM F. CODY

PALM SPRINGS GLASS HOUSE 
(William F. Cody, 1967)
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JIM ISERMANN
ARTIST AND PROFESSOR OF ART AT THE 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE

“I started coming here in the early nineties to thrift 

shop. Palm Springs was kind of a modern ruin. I fell 

in love with the architecture, and in 1997 I bought a 

prefab home designed by [Midcentury Modern master 

architect] Donald Wexler. It’s an all-light-gage galvanized 

steel house built in 1962. I spent the following two 

years restoring it.

“This is my eighteenth year in the house and I never 

get tired of it. Its simplicity continues to inspire me. I 

am an artist, and my house features my work. The 

�ower paintings in the living room are from 1985, and 

the yellow vacuum-form wall is prototype panels for a 

commissioned work I designed for Stanford University 

a couple years ago. The red sofa and orange chairs 

were designed by Carol Vena-Mondt and myself. 

“I can simply say, I feel at home in Palm Springs.” 
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CAREY  /  PIROZZI HOUSE 
(Albert Frey, 1956)

KAREN AND VINCE PIROZZI 

“I came to Palm Springs in the summer of 1969 when I was twenty-six years 

old. I was very impressed and thought it was pretty cool being here (even though 

it was 125 degrees when I arrived!). Palm Springs had a village atmosphere that 

was charming, yet there was a sophistication that I had not experienced before. 

I met my husband-to-be, Vince, the second week I was here. In June 1972, we 

moved into the Carey House. Vince had been there as a guest of the Carey family, 

who commissioned Albert Frey to design the house in 1956. Vince was young, 

but he knew a gem when he saw it. I was not too excited—I liked the house we 

had. I did come to appreciate my new home quite quickly, however.

“Albert Frey was particularly conscious of the desert landscape, and the house 

is built on stilts to avoid disturbing the natural terrain and positioned to take 

advantage of the view of the valley in front and the mountains in back. In 1983, 

Albert came out of retirement to draw up plans to enclose our balcony. He was 

very agile and spry, scampering around the rocks, making sketches, wearing his 

signature white hat. During the remodel we became good friends. Albert was 

very proud of this house and would send architectural students over to see it. 

He appreciated that we loved the house as much as he did.

“Over the years, several of Albert’s works were named historic sites by the 

city’s Preservation Board, including the designation of our house as a Class 

1 [Historic] Site in 1996. Albert passed away in 1998 at the age of 95. I was 

honored to be asked to speak at his memorial service held at the Welwood 

Murray Cemetery. Vince and I are proud to be a part of the Midcentury 

movement and feel privileged to have known Albert on a personal level. He 

was a delightful man, full of energy and good humor, and we’re happy to be 

a part of carrying on his legacy.”  —Karen Pirozzi
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Palm Springs Modern Living

Iconic desert architecture has got-

ten plenty of coverage, but this new

book from Gibbs Smith has a cheeky

vibe. James Schnepf’s wonderful pho-

tography captures the quirky person-

alities of residents in their chosen

midcentury environment—Donald

Wexler peering into one of his

homes, Hugh Kaptur on a rock in

front of a signature facade, Josh Agle

by the pool en familia. William Krisel

pens the foreword, and famous (and

less so) characters wax philosophic

about Palm Springs. $40 at gibbs-

smith.com and atomic-ranch.com.

All in One

GE’s 1950s Kitchen

Centers (see page 42) are

back, or at least on the 

horizon. Their Monoblock

MicroKitchen concept offers

customizable appliances in

an integrated, stand-alone

package designed for smaller

residences. The 24"-wide

drawer modules allow you 

to pick and choose your

components—a fancy

microwave, conduction oven,

fridge/freezer or dishwasher

—along with countertop

radiant cooktops, downdraft

exhaust fans and sinks with

swing-away faucets. Still in

R&D, price is projected at

$7,000 to $15,000. See the

deets at goo.gl/brjrzO.


